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Durability Focused
Altus improves how clinicians and staff deliver
healthcare with the use of mobile computer
workstations. We build durable, ergonomic, and
stylish technology workstations, so healthcare
workers don’t have to worry about their
equipment.
Our products experience vigorous testing to
ensure durability and functionality in a variety
of circumstances.

Durability
•

Many Altus carts are still in service after 10+
years.

•

The carts last significantly longer than the
average 5-year lifecycle of other workstations.

•

The workstations are tested over thousands of
hours to exceed industry standards.

•

Altus mobile and wall-mounted workstations
are engineered with solid yet lightweight cast
aluminum and steel.

•

Work surfaces feature sturdy non-porous
surfaces to withstand even the harshest
cleaning agents.

Less than 0.5%
of our carts have
required service
fixes since
beginning tracking
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Mobile Cart Testing
Casters & Legs
Perhaps the most important aspects of a mobile workstation are
the casters and legs. Without quality and reliable casters,
the cart can be unsteady and/or difficult to move.
• Casters constructed of glass-filled nylon body
• Legs manufactured with cast aluminum and steel

Testing
Since the legs and casters are arguably the most
important part of the workstation, Altus starts the testing
process with them. The test includes simulating the cart
moving back and forth as if it were traveling in and out
of an elevator.
Testing example:
Altus had carts moved back and forth over a raised surface a total
of 225,000 times to mimic what a cart would experience over a 5
year period going in and out of an elevator. By the end of the test,
every cart passed without breaking.

Casers and Legs
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Drawers
During a shift, there is a chance a clinician will
forget to close a drawer while the cart is traveling
from room to room, leaving the opportunity to run
into a wall or door frame.
Testing example:
To test drawer durability, the cart was pushed into
a beam at varying angles ranging from 3.1 to 4 mph
to accommodate the average walking speed. The
drawer retained its function during all tests.

Base

Base and Drawers

With a base located so close to the ground,
it’s not uncommon for clinicians to rest
their feet on top of the cover. In order to
ensure durability for years, Altus crafted a
simulated stress test.
Testing example:
The stress test consists of adding up to 250
extra pounds to a cart before pushing it
down a hallway. Once the cart stops moving,
the base is checked for damage. Despite
having the extra weight, Altus bases hold up
without a dent and are durable enough to
be tested again.
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Swivel Monitor Mount
To make sure clinicians can use their
monitors with ease, Altus engineered our
universal swivel monitor to withstand
multiple accidental impacts without loss of
function.
Testing example:
In order to assess the durability of the swivel,
the cart was pushed into a beam at 3.1 – 4
mph walking speeds. Each test showed the
cart would tip over prior to breaking the
Keyboard
monitor off the cart.
Clinicians accidentally run keyboard trays into
a wall or door frame, or use the keyboard as
a handle.

Worksurface
Workstations and computer carts can
be exposed to multiple different viruses,
pathgoens, and bacteria in a day. In order
to protect clinicians and patient, the work
surfaces are constructed of sturdy nonporous material that can withstand even the
harshest cleaning agents.
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FSA Swivel, Keyboard, and Worksurface

Altus took this into consideration when
designing the strength of the keyboard.
We added a stronger bracket to hold the
keyboard in place and lessen the chance of
the keyboard breaking. Our engineers also
added the ability for the keyboard to extend
closer to the user to remove the need of
reaching while typing.

Electric Lift
Altus designed our electric lift mechanism to handle anything a clinician may experience in
a workday. Throughout a day, clinicians may raise or lower their workstation several times
to adjust to their current position. Some hit the button to raise it and walk away to finish a
task, leaving the workstation to raise unattended and potentially hit an obstacle.
Testing example:
The electric lift is engineered to stop when it meets an obstacle. Altus put the technology
through several height tests to observe how long it takes the lift to stop moving once
in contact with an obstacle. After each test, and as designed, the workstation paused in
motion the moment it encountered the obstacle placed above it.
Testing example:
When testing the electric lift against counters and other obstacles when raising the surface,
Altus took it a step further. We tested how many times the lift could go through a full up/
down cycle to mimic how clinicians would use it in the field. An extra 12 lbs. is added to
the worksurface, and the cart is run through the cycle. Altus carts have been found to last
more than 90,000 full cycles, so clinicians can have years of worry-free electric lift use.

Electric Lift

“The electric lift lasts over
90,000 cycles with minimal
deterioration.”
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